Uighur uses the Perso-Arabic script but different to most others in Uighur both consonants and vowels are fully marked. The script runs from right to left. The official romanization in China is based on *pinyin*, KNAB uses the second, precise variant meant for recording the pronunciation, with some modifications.

| 1 | a | 10 | r | 19 | g | 28 | ü |
| 2 | ä, é | 11 | z | 20 | k | 29 | h |
| 3 | b | 12 | ý, ý | 21 | l | 30 | e |
| 4 | p | 13 | s | 22 | m | 31 | i |
| 5 | t | 14 | x | 23 | n | 32 | y |
| 6 | j | 15 | ĝ | 24 | ё | w |
| 7 | q | 16 | f | 25 | w | o |
| 8 | h | 17 | ķ | 26 | ū | u |
| 9 | d | 18 | k | 27 | ū | ö |

A Form used word-initially.
B è (in plain *pinyin* simply e) is used where confusion of a word's meaning arises.
C ų is used at the beginning of a syllable, and ĵ at the end.

**Notes**
1. To ensure reversibility, " is inserted if a vowel within a word is written as word-initially, e.g. *Ku‘ilun*, جالال‌النازات جلال’وات Jalal’awat.
2. The table above gives the official alphabet used since 1984. In the 1960’s–70’s the so-called *yengi yezi*, based on *pinyin* was used. In an earlier Arabic script no distinction was made between o and ö (both were written ʃ), u and ū (both were ʃ); still earlier (in the 1950’s) e was written ى and i or y – ی.

**Pronunciation**

| ä | [æ] | ʰ | [h] | ng | [ŋ] | w | [v] |
| è | [æ] | j | [dʒ] | ö | [ø] | x | [ʃ] |
| ţ | [y] | j | [ʒ] | q | [tʃ] | y | [j] |
| h | [x] | ĵ | [q] | ü | [y] | ų | [ʒ] |
Conversion into plain pinyin
(used officially in China, in parentheses the letter used in the 1960’s–70’s yengi yezik)

ä → a (ə)  ģ → g (ƣ)  ĵ → j (z)  ö → o (Ə)
è → e (ə)  ĥ → h (h)  ķ → k (k)  ų → y (z)

Correspondence with the Cyrillic (used in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan)

А ă = a  К к = k  Х х = h  Қ қ = қ
Б ę = b  Л л = l  Ц ц = ts  Ң ң = ng
В в = w  М м = m  Ч ч = q  Ғ ғ = ģ
Г г = g  Н н = n  Щ щ = xq  Ө ө = ö
Д д = d  О о = o  Ъ ъ = ”  Ө ø = ø
Е е = e  П п = p  Ж ж = ж  Ё ё = yo
Ё ё = yо  Р р = r  Ы ѫ = i  Й й = y
Ж ж = ý/j  С с = s  Г г = k  Я я = ya
З з = z  Т т = t  Ш ш = š
И и = i  У у = u  Ю ю = yu
Й й = y  Ф ф = f  Я я = ya

Correspondence with the Uighur Latin alphabet 2008 (de facto used on the Internet)

ä/è = e  h = x  q = ch
è = ė  ĥ = h  x = sh
ţ = gh  ķ = q  ý/j = zh

Å Until 2008 ė.

Soviet Roman alphabet 1930–1947

А а = A  Q q = ģ  Н н = ng  Т t
В в = B  H h = ĥ  О о = O  U u
С с = C  I i = Ө ø = ö  V v = w
Ç ç = J j  J j = y  P p = X x = h
D d = D d  K k = Q q = ķ  Y y = ü
E e = Е e  L l = R r  Z z
Ә ә = æ/è  M m = S s  Z z = ý/j
G g = N n  § ş = x